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mIDwest southwest

taMarisk	(salt	cedar)

Introduced	as	a	wind	break	

and	ornamental.	Recognizable	

by	its	pink	fiowers,	this	plant	

forms	thick	stands	along	

streams	and	restricts	water	

fiow	and	cuts	off	water	supply	

to	other	plants

ContRol It:	Will	re-grow	after	

cutting	and	burning;	it	must	

also	be	treated	with	herbicides	

like	foliate	or	basal	bark	spray.

black	locust

Native	to	the	southern	

Appalachians;	it	has	since	

spread	to	other	areas,	

intentionally	as	a	nitrogen	

�xer,	as	nectar	for	honeybees,	

for	lumber,	and	for	soil	

reclamation.	It	fragments	

previously	open	ecosystems,	

shades	(and	eventually	kills)	

sun-loving	native	plants,	and	

competes	with	native	plants	for	

the	attention	of	bees.

ContRol It:	Mowing	and	

burning	will	only	reduce	young	

sprouts;	you’ll	need	to	spray	

(glyphosate	usually	works)	

to	stems	or	cut	stumps.	

Resprouting	may	occur	even	

from	a	tree	that	seems	dead;	

monitor	aggressively.

Musk	thistle

Native	to	Europe	and	Asia,	

musk	thistle	has	been	in	this	

country	since	the	1800s.	A	

rangeland	pest,	this	plant	is	

unpalatable	to	livestock	and	

wildlife	and	can	take	over	

grazing	land	when	animals	

focus	their	foraging	on	native	

plants,	giving	musk	thistle	a	

competitive	advantage.

ContRol It:	Hand	pulling	is	

effective	for	small	populations	

if	it	is	done	before	seed	

development;	glyphosate	and	

triclopyr	are	effective	chemical	

deterrents;	two	introduced	

weevils	have	proved	effective	

also,	though	they	seem	to	have	

a	negative	impact	on	native	

thistles,	too.

spotted	kNapweed

Introduced	from	Eastern	

Europe	in	the	early	1900s	as	

a	contaminant	in	crop	seed.	

It	chokes	out	native	forage	

and	has	seed	that	can	remain	

viable	in	the	soil	for	up	to	5	

years.	It	also	releases	a	toxin	

that	can	reduce	growth	of	

native	forage.	It	spreads	most	

readily	via	contaminated	hay	

or	on	the	undercarriages	of	

vehicles.

ContRol It:	Hand	pulling	is	

effective	for	small	infestations;	

2,4-D,	clopyralid,	and	picloram	

are	all	effective	with	picloram	

being	the	best	but	the	most	

toxic	to	humans.	It	should	not	

be	used	where	water	tables	

are	shallow,	however.

Canada in the last century. You’re probably aware of many of 
them. But others aren’t so obvious. Did you know English ivy 
is a problem in some areas of the country? Kudzu is another 
o�ender, which has taken over thousands of acres all over the 
South ater its introduction as an ornamental in the 1870s. It 
was even promoted in the 1930s to control erosion.

“Historically, a lot of these invasives were somebody’s great 
idea,” says Kevin Bradley, associate professor of plant science 
at the University of Missouri. “Lespedeza is a perfect example. 
People thought it would be great for erosion control and 
forage.”

Today lespedeza is recognized for what it isfa noxious 
weed. “Tat’s what makes plants weeds,” says Bradley. “Tey 
don’t go away.” And it’s more than inconvenient and expensive 
for landowners to eliminate invasive plants. If let unchecked, 
they can eventually create biological deserts.

how	do	they	get	here?

Invasive species have many routes into North American 
ecosystems. Leigh Greenwood of Te Nature Conservancy 
says they can come into places they don’t belong as 
contaminant in seed, grain or hay. Tey have migrated in the 
ballasts of ships, been introduced as ornamental garden plants, 
and served practical purposes, such as providing wind breaks 
and erosion control. 

Even though the Missouri Department of Transportation 
was the initial carrier of the spoffed knapweed the Fraleys 
found in their pastures, the couple �nds the problem persisting 
when neighboring landowners don’t work to eliminate the 
invasive on their own land. Tis leads to its eventual spread 
back to the Fraleys, demonstrating just how important 
education and cooperation are to invasive species control and 
eradication.
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